– Der
The Superbroom!
Überbesen!
Ebnat is tidy and clearly arranged,
even at the point of sale.

Ebnat products are a statement for
modern ideas and reliable quality.

NEW

Presenting products in the best possible way in a small

ÜX The Superbroom provides evidence that

space in order to promote sales can be crucial at the

excellent design can be both functional and

POS. Benefit from our long-standing experience with

effective.

presentations. Be it on a display, on a standard peg-

In the last 100 years, Ebnat has continuously

board or using your own system – we offer you advice

implemented product improvements and opti-

and sample layouts for your presentation.

mised its manufacturing techniques. In-house
designers and engineers test and perfect Ebnat’s
products that are manufactured in state-of-theart production facilities. Market experts explore
the latest trends and requirements in order to
provide the traditional brush-making trade with
ever-new stimuli.
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Ebnat stands for typically Swiss characteristics in the best sense of the term.
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ÜX is without exception made from certified
FSC wood, recycled plastic, pure horsehair,
sustainability are the pillars of our product
philosophy. Resource-saving raw materials and
properly functioning brooms guarantee satisfied
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customers.

oi

clever and efficient

coco and other natural materials. Quality and

New and interesting products, such as the ÜX, will
convince you with their special features, natural
materials and specific look. Ideal for a display and a
worthwhile customer pitch.
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An unusual product range for everyday work

The hard-wearing wooden handle and the
lightweight metal handle are particularly well-suited

With ÜX, Ebnat meets a number of requirements.

With the extra-narrow brush, cleaning places
that are difficult to reach is child’s play.

for this product range.

No more cumbersome work!

itch

Traditionally, fine dirt is removed by pulling the
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broom, whilst tough dirt is easier to clean with
pushing movements.
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environmentally conscious
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With its patented handle joint, ÜX masters both

ope

tasks brilliantly.
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A broad broom is used for large surfaces, whilst a
small stiff brush is ideal for corners and places that are
difficult to reach.
With its narrow and extra-dense brush head,
ÜX manages to do both.

The patented handle joint allows you to push
and pull the broom.

Pure horsehair is the preferred edging material
for interior spaces, whilst coco is ideal for exterior
application.

A hand brush is needed to clean up minor accidents or
to brush swept up dirt onto the dustpan.
With its ultra-shallow hand brush, which also boasts a
handle joint, ÜX is capable of even more.

Sustainability is our guiding principle, therefore

The dense press cut optimises the cleaning

Ebnat uses Swiss FSC beech wood and recycled plastic

performance; the brush head also removes

for the ÜX.

tough dirt in one sweep.

